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RESTFUL WEB SERVICES

Representational
State Transfer (REST)
is the foundation of
the World Wide Web.
Whilst the principals
are clear, design
options exists to
integrate this
architectural pattern
into an organisation’s
systems. REST has
become synonymous
with HTTP, although
its principals are more
abstract.
This paper sets out
some of the
considerations that
System Engineers
should be aware of.
This paper is not
intended to address
implementation issues
for which there is a
wealth of information
available on the Web.
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REST sets out stateless
mechanisms and patterns to
address a number of common
interface issues, namely:
• separation of concerns
• visibility
• reliability
• scalability, and
• performance.
If adopting REST, principals
inshrined within REST should
be maintained when
designing and implementing
cross system interfaces.
Whilst avoiding as much
implementation specific detail
as possible, this paper sets

out the core REST concerns
that System Engineers should
be aware of.
Separation of Concerns
Of primary concern to System
Engineer’s is obtaining the
best possible separation of
responsibilities. The RESTful
approach helps us by
addressing some
fundamental problems
constraining this separation:
• a well adopted and (almost)
universally supported
protocol (HTTP)
• flexibility around the
representation of data to
suit a disparate range of

consumers (separation of
Model and View)
• patterns on how to maintain
state between consumers
and service providers.
Visibility
By visible we mean, what the
single interaction means for
the consumer, service
provider and any middle man.
For most System Engineer’s,
protocol visibility would not
features as a high concern.
However, there are significant
advantages to factoring this
into our considerations.
By keeping interactions
between consumer and
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service provider visible, we
support:
• easier system maintenance
(productivity barriers introduced
by hefty domain knowledge
requirements are lowered)
• better security monitoring (as per
system maintenance)
• the ability to leverage standard
protocol solutions (proxies,
caches firewalls).
Reliability
Reliability is an ever growing
concern, we need to design in
reliability from the ground up,
especially where the aspirations is to
combine services to oﬀer greater
value - what happens when a single
service is down?
REST helps by building in:
• Safety and idempotency - requests
can safely be resend or retried
without worrying about
sophisticated consumer logic
• Concurrency patterns provide
solutions to ensure these are
considered as part of the protocol
• (as a benefit of visibility) Caching
provides scope for resource
realisation in the event of a service
failure.
Scalability and Performance
What we build today may need to
grow tomorrow; scalability (up and
down!) is an important factor to
design in. By addressing visibility and
separation of concerns we can
reduce building solutions that require
unwritten ceremony, and hence
diminish our scope for infrastructure
rationalisation. By addressing
visibility and separation of concern
(as well as being stateless), requests
can interact with standard protocol
solutions (proxies, caches etc), and
require no hidden context that may
be diﬃcult to distribute to additional
servers/locations.
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performance and scalability for both
the consumer and the supplier.

Things to consider ...
Resources/Collections/Aggregates
Resources are the unit of currency
that will be addressable by
consumers. These may be domain
entities, tables, processing functions,
files etc. The mapping between
resources and the back end data
model should be carried out with the
needs of the consumers in mind, this
may also include factors they may
indirectly be concerned about such
as cachability.
Resources may also be rationalised
into collections to assist clients
manage them better (e.g. known
associates for a user). These
collections will themselves be directly
retrievable.

Disparate resources can also be
aggregated. Operations that require
an aggregated view of two or more
resources compromise visibility (.i.e.
it introduces complexity). This will
limit caching strategies which may in
turn hurt resilience options. Whilst the
reduction in visibility is undesirable,
the need to aggregate may be
overwhelming to reduce complexity
to consumers and to address
eﬃciency issues. Non safe operations
Content negotiation allows a
(CrUD) pertaining to aggregates may
consumer to visibly request a
be better serviced by controllers.
particular resource in a format
These provide a single point of
optimal to them. This is specifically
supported and is extensible providing service for a consumer and negate
the need for them to implement a

complex business operation by
issuing multiple requests. By their
nature these controllers may not
necessarily sit comfortably with any
one source system.
Aggregation is a balancing act that
should be considered at the design
stages. It is arguably the concern
which requires the most subjective
decisions.
URIs
There is a significant degree of
latitude in how URIs are made up. To
aid visibility at a organisation level
conventions should be adopted to
prevent some systems making up a
URI in one manner, other system in
another. Remember - “Cool URIs
don’t change” Regardless of the
convention adopted, services should
allow consumers to treat them
opaquely (i.e. they should not
necessarily have to understand how
their constituent parts are derived).
In practice this means that services
should always communicate URIs
back to the consumer rather than
requiring consumers to derive it
themselves.
HTTP Method Utilisation
HTTP supports GET, HEAD,
OPTIONS, PUT, DELETE, PATCH,
POST (+ a few others). Each method
carries an understanding e.g. POST
are idempotent, GET, HEAD,
OPTIONS are safe (they do not
modify a resource), etc. These
understandings should be carried
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through to clients, caches, proxies
etc. The use of these methods within
a protocol need to be understood
and reviewed against these
conventions. For example,
supporting a GET that deletes data
should not be permitted. Of
particular concern to System
Engineers should be POST which
eﬀectively provides an
implementation tunnel within which
the value from a RESTful approach
can be significantly undermined.
Other protocols such as SOAP and
XML-RPC overtly use this approach,
neither of which are regarded as
RESTful protocols!

video formats are available? Whilst
choice is not essential, to be avoid
are situations where one service
oﬀers PNGs but not JPEG and
another JPEG but not PNG, thus
forcing a client to support both.
Standards should also be set for
handling errors so that disparate
services communicate the same type
of error in the same way to
consumers. (e.g. avoiding the
scenario where some services return
a success code but an error
condition in the body, whilst other
use error codes correctly).

Versioning
Often overlooked is the ability to
version. One approach to achieving
this in REST is to encode this
information into URIs (e.g. /v1/user/
U001). The advantage of this
approach is that this supports a
mixed economy of systems using the
old and new representations. The
disadvantage is that new versions
require an eventual migration of URIs.
Other solutions are also available to
support versioning (e.g. media types).

Concurrency
Whilst technically possible, the
standard set of methods should not
be extended.

Conclusion

The above advice is all the more
important as, although the HTTP
methods support CRUD, it is unlikely
and impractical to stop there.
Operations interacting with resources
are likely to be richer. For example, it
is likely that consumers are going to
want to run queries, asking business
questions or invoking more coarse
grained services (e.g. authorise credit
card).

Strategies for implementing
protection against concurrent
updates are many and varied. These
strategies should be harmonised by
convention to again avoid consumers
having to understand system
diﬀerences. Being stateless, REST is
best suited to optimistic locking. A
number of additional standard
headers can be employed to provide
the programatic logic to aﬀect
concurrency. These are either time
based with a granularity to the
second, or use a hashing approach.

Consistency and Portable Data

Caching

For legacy reasons, data is unlikely to
be truly standardised behind the
services. The services oﬀered to
consumers should not burden them
with this inconvenience. Where
possible, data should be presented to
consumers to a common standard,
for example, dates, countries,
languages and common standards.
A surprising amount of complexity is
likely to be present in deriving this
standard therefore adoption of ISO or
internet standards (RFC) is advisable.
This will also reap benefits in greater
tool support/reusable components.

REST is designed to be a layered
system, consumers should not need
to know that they are connected to
the ultimate destination. This
provides practical opportunities to
implement caching strategies in order
to promote scalability, performance
and resilience. If this is required,
consumers and services should be
designed to make use of this by
using appropriate expiration
headings. Consumers should never
be encouraged to cache themselves.

In the event that performance is
paramount and the underlying data
is subject to frequent change (e.g.
Standards for supported
representations should be developed. recalculating daily usage
For example, can a consumer ask for summaries), which may adversely
introduce performance spikes,
data in JSON, XML? Can they ask
caches may need a reprime function
for pictures in JPEG, PNG and what
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to unconditionally load data at set
intervals.

As with any interface, RESTful
interfaces need careful design to
ensure a logical and consistent
approach to their adoption.
Overlaying an organisation’s
resources and processes onto HTTP
results in a number of points for
consideration, not only for the
implementors, but also the System
Engineer's. As a core
recommendation, a set of
conventions need to be established
on how the interfaces are to work how URIs are constructed, how are
entities mapped to resources, how is
concurrency managed, which HTTP
methods are supported, how are
errors represented etc. Some
choices will detracted from the
advantages of adopting REST (e.g.
aggregation, overloading POST)
whilst others will be more stylistic
and subjective. Going beyond
conventions, System Engineers
should ensure that responsibilities at
the heart of REST are taken into
account when developing the
architecture.
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